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SUMMARY
Aerodynamic heating data were obtained on 0.006 scale models of four
Rockwell International SSV double delta wing Orbiters in the NASA/LRC -
Mach 8 Variable Density Tunnel. A model of two previously tested Rockwell
International Orbiters which are identified in the Configuration Description
of this report were also tested. Orbiter surfaces were thermally mapped
from the laminar through turbulent flight regimes during re-entry. Various
modifications were made to model lower surfaces to determine the cause of
transition in the vicinity of 3.0 million Reynolds number per foot. Holes
were drilled at various locations on one model in order to simulate the
foward tank attachment bay on the orbiter lower surfaces and the RCS opening
on the orbiter side. Re-entry data were acquired for angles of attack from
25 through 35 degrees at nominal Reynolds numbers per foot of 1.0, 2.0,
2.3, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.5 and 6.0 million utilizing the phase change paint
technique. Launch data were acquired on the model upper surfaces for angles
of attack of 0 and -5 degrees at nominal Reynolds numbers per foot
of 3.0 and 6.0 million. A total of 70 orbiter heating runs and 6 material
sample sphere runs were completed from March 19 through March 28, 1973 on
a 40 hour week basis.
Cognizant personnel included:
H. Gorowitz, Engineering (Rockwell International), Thermodynamics, (213)
922-1567
M. Quan, Engineering (Rockwell International), Wind Tunnel Operations,
(213) 922-2440
R. White, Model Design (GAC), Aero Test, (516) LR5-7044
A. D'Errico, Engineering (GAC), Aero Test, (516) LR5-7044
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
The four primary test models are 0.006 scale external replicas of
the Rockwell International 2A Lightweight Configuration double delta wing
orbiter as described on drawings VL 70-000089B, VL 70-000092A and
VL 70-000093 with modifications as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. They have
been designated as 33-0.
In order to insure sufficient valid data acquisition time, the upper
surface of each wing was slabbed using two control sections. At B. L.
199.045, the wing was slabbed in a straight line from the 40 percent chord
to a trailing edge thickness of 0.200 inches model scale. The tip of the
wing was slabbed from the 40 percent chord to a trailing edge thickness of
0.060 inches model scale. The rest of the wing was slabbed from the 40
percent chord to a straight line between these two points on the trailing edge.
In addition, the starboard side of each vertical tail was held to contour
while the port side was slabbed from the maximum thickness to the trailing
edge.
Differences in the four models, which included nose shapes, wing/cuff
intersection radii and wing/cuff lower surface fairing, are shown in Figures
1 and 3.
The models were cast around 3/4 inch steel stings coated with R.T.V.
using material "G", a proprietary Grumman Aerospace Corp. epoxy. Aluminum
noses were installed on each model to prevent excessive ablation and degreda-
tion of contour in the nose region.
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL (CONTINUED)
During the test, modifications were made to two of the models by hand
filing the chines and wing/fuselage lower surface intersection and also by
filling the void at the wing/cuff lower surface intersection with epoxy.
Additional modifications included the drilling of two holes in the model
surface, one on the lower centerline and the other on the side just aft of
the nose. These modifications and designated nomenclature are listed in the
Configuration Description of this report.
With each batch of material used to cast the orbiter models, a 3
inch diameter material sample hemisphere was cast. Since the models
were cast from two batches of material, one for model SS-H-00326-1 and
another for models SS-H-00326-2, 3 and 4, sphere number 1 corresponds to
the first orbiter model and sphere number 2 corresponds to the next three.
It should be noted, that due to the shrinkage of the model material
during casting, the models have been scaled to actually be .00593 scale.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
The basic orbiter tested was essentially taken from the Rockwell
International 2A Configuration lines. However, due to the nature of this
testing, variations to the basic lines were incorporated into these models.
Any required geometric data can be obtained from Figures 1, 2 and 3 of this
report. Each configuration has been designated by its model drawing number
and is listed below with its description.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SS-H-00326-1 Basic 2A Configuration with exceptions as noted
on Figures 1, 2, 3 and in Description of Model
section of this report.
SS-H-00326-2 Same as above.
SS-H-00326-3 Same as above.
SS-H-00326-4 Same as above.
SS-H-00326-lA Same as SS-H-00326-1 with cuff/body lower surface
intersection filed smooth. Wing/cuff lower surface
intersection and cuff/body upper surface fillet
radii filled with epoxy. (See Figure 7).
SS-H-00326-4A Same as SS-H-00326-4 with filing of cuff/body lower
surface intersection and chine area forward of cuff.
Also, starboard side radius built up with epoxy to
be symmetrical with port side. (See Figure 6).
SS-H-00326-4B Same as SS-H-00326-4A with further filing of cuff/
body lower surface intersection. (See Figure 6).
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SS-H-00326-4C Same as SS-H-00326-4B with filing of wing/body
lower surface intersection in vicinity of X/L =
1.0. (See Figure 6).
SS-H-00326-4D Same as SS-H-00326-4C with chine area foward of
cuff rounded as much a possible in cross-section.
(See Figure 6).
SS-H-00326-4E Same as SS-H-00326-4D with further filing of wing/
body and cuff/body lower surface intersections.
(See Figure 6).
SS-H-00326-4F Same as SS-H-00326-4E with two 0.027 inch deep
holes drilled in the model; one .012 inches in
diameter on the bottom centerline 0.84 inches aft
of the nose, the other 0.18 inches in diameter on
the side of the model 0.60 inches aft of the nose
and 0.30 inches above the bottom surface.
SS-H-00265-7 Previously fabricated model of preliminary 2A
Configuration as tested during test ROX in the NASA/
LRC-VDT from January 30 through February 5, 1973.
Model had no aluminum nose
NR llOD Previously tested model of Rockwell International.
Phase B design orbiter known to be laminar at 3.0
million Reynolds number per foot.
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DATA REDUCTION
The phase change paint method, as developed by Jones and Hunt (Refer-
ence 1), makes use of temperature sensitive paint which changes phase from
an opaque solid to a clear liquid at known temperatures. Sudden exposure of
the model, thinly coated with this paint, to a hypersonic airsteam initiates
aerodynamic heating, and melting of the paint ensues as local surface temper-
atures reach the prescribed phase-change temperature. The propagation of
these isotherms was recorded on motion picture film. This information was
used in conjunction with the semi-infinite slab solution of the transient one-
dimensional heat conduction equation to compute local heat transfer coefficients,
which depend on the time required for phase-change to occur, the test conditions
and the thermal properties of the model wall material. A reference grid system
was applied to one of the test models which was photographed at each test
attitude. These grid photos can be used as overlays to simplify data
analysis.
Phase change paint data reduction was based on the solution of the
transient one-dimensional heat transfer equation:
2T = a (Eqn 1)
F 3X2
where: T = temperature
t = time
a = thermal diffusivity
X = distance of heat penetration measured normal to model surface.
The solution to this equation was used to compute local film heat
transfer coefficients with the following assumptions which describe the
boundary conditions:
(a) The depth of heat penetration into the wall was small compared with
the wall thickness and surface radius of curvature so that the wall
acted like a semi-infinite slab.
T(m, tsec) = Tin (Eqn 2)
(b) The model was isothermal before injection into the airstream.
T(X,O) = Tin (Eqn 3)
(c) The surface experienced an instantaneous step in aerodynamic heat
transfer coefficient and this coefficient was invarient with time.
ST(O,t )sec= h [TAW-T(O,tsec)] (Eqn 4)
X kw9
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(d) The thermal diffusivity of the wall, c = k/pCp, was invarient with
temperature.
The solution of equation (1) as given in Reference (2) is:
T= 1 - e 2 erfc B (Eqn 5)
where T and B are parameters given as:






and: TpC = Phase change paint temperature (OF)
TIN = Initial model temperature (OF)
TAW = Adiabatic wall temperature (OF)
h = Film heat transfer coefficient (Btu/ft 2 -sec-OF)
t = Time (sec)
p = Density of model material (lb/ft3 )
Cp = Specific heat of model material (Btu/lb-oF)
k = Thermal conductivity and model material (Btu/ft-sec-OF)
For each test run, the parameter T was caculated by using Equation
(6). For every T, a B was determined from Equation (5). Since the thermo-
physical properties, k, p and Cp of the model were known and the time
required for the phase change to occur was read from the data film, the heat
transfer coefficient, h, was calculated for each isotherm by using Equation (7).
The aerodynamic heating rate, q (Btu/ft2 -sec), was then calculated as:
q = h(TA-,TW) (Eqn 8)
Heat transfer coefficients, h, were reduced to non-dimensional form
as the ratio of h/hs, were hs is the theoretical heat transfer coefficient
at the stagnation point of a 1-foot radius sphere at model scale. This
coefficient was determined by first calculating the stagnation point heating
rate qs, given by Fay-Riddel as:
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q =.00857 5  [ TW 198.6 1.4
s FT T + 198. 6
P- TTO : V'028871 PTO ~Pa 0.' HTO - HW (Eqn 9)
TW + 19d.6 P.
where: NR = Nose radius (ft)
TTO = Tunnel total temperature (OF)
W = Wall temperature (OF)
P- = Tunnel static density (lb/ft 3 )
PTO = Tunnel total pressure lb/ft 2 )
Pm = Tunnel static pressure (Ib/ft2 )
HTO-HW = Enthalpy difference between wall and free stream (Btu)
By substituting 4. into Equation (8), we calculated the stagnation point
heat transfer coefficient, hs.
The data were reduced for the recovery factors listed in Table 1.
These recovery factors, RT, which are a measure of the fraction of the free
stream dynamic temperature rise recovered at the wall, are defined as:
RT = TAW
TTO (Eqn 10)
where: TAW = Adiabatic wall temperature (OF)
TTO = Tunnel total temperature (OF)
For various tunnel conditions and recovery factors, we solve for TAW which in
turn is substituted into Equations (6) and (8).
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Langley Mach 8 Variable-Density Hypersonic Tunnel is located in
Building 1247D and is under the direction of the Aero-Physics Division.
This tunnel is used for fundamental aerodynamic and fluid dynamic inves-
tigations over large Reynolds number ranges using pressure and heat trans-
fer measurements. The test medium is air and is heated by a combination
of Dowtherm and electrical resistance. Model mounting consists of sting
mount with injection mechanism. The tunnel has an axially symmetric con-
toured nozzle. The test section diameter is 18 inches with a core of 4
to 14 inches depending on pressure. It exhausts into a vacuum tank or the
atmosphere.
Examples of operating conditions are as follows:
Stagnation pressure (PSIA) . . . . . 15 to 2930
Stagnation temperature (oR) . . . . . 1160 to 1510
Mach Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.5 to 8.0
Reynolds number per foot (1/ft) . .. 0.1 x 106 to 12.0 x 106
Running time (SEC), for
Exhausting into vacuum tank 90
Exhausting into atmosphere 600
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PHASE CHANGE PAINT DATA
The test results are shown in Figures 20 through 158 in the form of heating
contours. These contours are correlated to heat transfer coefficient ratios
(h/hs), the ratio of local heat transfer coefficient on the model surface
to the heat transfer coefficient- at the stagnation point of a one-foot radius
sphere at model scale. A list of the tunnel conditions for each run is
presented as Table 3 in the order in which they were made.
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TABLE 1: DATA REDUCTION RECOVERY FACTORS
RECOVERY FACTOR, TAW/TTO






TABLE 2: MODEL MATERIAL PROPERTIES, k p C'
VALUES OF i/ pc,' (BTU/F 2 - SEC 0.5 _ oF)










(1) Applied to windward data acquired for runs 3778 through 3793 and 3798
through 3804 and profile data acquired for runs 3778 through 3792.
(2) Applied to windward and leeward data acquired for runs 3805 through 3849
and profile data for runs 3793 through 3842.
Note: Windward data acquired for runs 3794 through 3797 were reduced using
a constant value for Tk p C' of .0900.
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TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC - VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX106 Phase Model Position Camera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) TIcation
Mach (psia) (oR) Temp. (in)
Number (OF) 0 ,1 " X Y Z
3778 SS-H-00326-1 0.006 7.9 639.7 1375 *** 2.93 300 30 0 180
3779 -2 649.7 1340 3.10 300
I3780 -3 644.7 1335 3.10 300
3781 
-4 634.7 1325 3.09 300
3782 SS-H-00265-7 644.7 1375 2.95 300
3783 SS-H-00326-1 649.7 1365 3.01 400oo
3784 SS-H-00265-7 649.7 1325 3.16 400
3785 SS-H-00326-2 174.7 1295 0.93 213
3786 -3 639.7 180 2.91 213
3787 -4 174.7 1260 0.98 182
3788 -2 639.7 1385 2.89 213
3789 -3 177.7 1285 0.96 182
3790 -4 649.7 1385 2.94 213
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream) * Taw : adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear) ** See Table 1
Z axis (+up, -down)
TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC - VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX1 0 6 Phase Model Position C(,ruera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) I , ,Ition
Mach (psia) (OR) Temp. (in)
Number eF) o4 0 0 y Z
3791 SS-H-00326-2 0.006 7.9 174.7 1275 o- 0.96 182 30 0 180
379 -3 1394.7 1405 5.98 400i7 
-4 1424.7 1410 -- 6.07 400 
-- -.
3794 NR 110 D 634.7 1385 2.87 150 35
3795 NR 10 D 664.7 1390 2.98 2133796 NR 110 D 639.7 1390 2.89 250
3797 NR 110 D 644.7 1390 2.9o 150 307 SS-H-00326-3 i 7 1 360 2.56 213
3799 
-2 464.7 1340 2.25 213
3800 
-3 464.7 1365 2.18 213
3801 
-2 VOID RUN -- 213
802 
-2 539.7 1345 1 2.58 213
3803 -3 429.7 1340. 2.09 213
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, 
-upstream) * Taw adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+right, - left, as viewed from the rear) See Table 1
Z axis (+up, -down)
TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC - VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX] 06 Phase Model Position Camera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) Location
Mach (psia) (OR) Temp. (in)
Number (oF) X Y Z
3804 SS-H-00326-2 0.006 7.9 424.7 1380 *" 1.96 213 30 0 180
3805 -3 794.7 1420 3.42 213
O 3806 -2 774.7 1360 3.58 213
3807 -3 774.7 1390 3.46 300
3808 -4A 639.7 1360 2.98 300
3809 -4A 639.7 1395 2.86 350
3810 -4B 639.7 1365 2.96 350
3811 -4c 639.7 1345 3.04 300
3812 -4c 174.7 1275 0.96 150
3813 -40 1039.7 1425 4.40 400
3814 -4c 1064.7 1405 4.61 350
3815 -4D 1064.7 1370 4.81 350
3816 -4D 664.7 1385 3.00 250
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream) * Taw adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear) *** See Table 1
Z axis (+up, -down)
TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC - VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX 106 Phase Model Position Camera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) Location
Mach (psia) (OR) Temp. (in)
Number (OF) ) X Y Z
3817 SS-H-00326-4D 0.006 7.9 639.7 1345 J" 3.04 300 30 0 180
3818 
-4E 639.7 1320 3.13 350
3819 
-4E 649.7 1340 3.10 300
3820 .- 4E 664.7 1335 3.19 325
3821 
-4E 1099.7 1405 4.76 350
3822 
-4E 1414.7 1375 6.29 400
3823 
-4E 179.7 1225 1.05 150
3824 -1A 639.7 1330 3.09 300
3825 -1A 1424.7 7 6.33 400
3826 -lA 179.7 1245 1.02 150
3827 -lA 647.9 1310 3.22 250 25
3828 
-4E 649.7 1310 3.22 250
13829 -lA 39 .7 134 6.44 350
•* X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream) * Tw adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)
Z axis (+up, -down)
TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC - VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
aun Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX 106 Phase Model Position Camera**
No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) !( ,ation
Mach (psia) (OR) Temp. (in)
Number (OF) C4 X Y Z
3830 SS-H-00326-4E 0.006 7.9 1394.7 1395 *** 6.06 350 25 0 180
3831 -lA VOID RUN --
3832 
-IA 174.7 1250 0.99 150
3833 -4E 174.7 1235 1.01 150
3834 -lA 664.7 1320 3.25 300 35
3835 
-4E 639.7 1360 2.98 300
3836 -lA 174.7 1355 0.87 150
3837 
-4E 174.7 1310 0.92 150
3838 -lA 1394.7 1360 6.32 400
3839 -4E 1424.7 1355 6.50 400
3840 -4F 684.7 1330 3.30 300 30
3841 
-4F 664.7 1330 3.21 213
3842 -4F 1064.7 1410 4.59 350
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, -upstream) * Taw :- adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear)Z axis See Table 1Z axis (+up, -down)
TABLE 3
PHASE CHANGE COATING TEST DATA SUMMARY SHEET
TEST TITLE:
TEST NUMBER: RP 3 TEST FACILITY: NASA/LRC 
- VDT
TEST DATE: March 19-28, 1973 TEST ENGINEER: A. D'Errico
Run Model Free Total Total Taw * RNX1 06 Phase Model Position Camera**No. Model Configuration Identification Scale Stream Pressure Temp. Ttotal Ft Change (degrees) I)cation
Mach (psia) (OR) Temp. (in)Number (OF) o X Y Z
3843 SS-H-00326-4F 0.006 7.9 1424.7 1340 ** 6.61 400 30 0 180
3844 
-3 1 634.7 1275 3.30 5 -5 0
3845 
-3 1414.7 1410 6.03 300
r 3846 
-3 174.7 1210 1.05 119
3847 
-3 644.7 1335 3.10 150 0
3848 
-3 1414.7 1340 6.57 300
3849 -3 174.7 1235 1.01 119
3" dia hemisphere (from
3850 FULL 639.7 1360 2.98 300
3851 174.7 1260 0.9 150
3852 
_ 639.7 1340 3.06 400
3853 3" dia hemisphere (#2) 644.7 1345 3.06 300
3854 179.7 1250 1.01 150
3855 __ t 639.7 1340 3.06 400
** X axis parallel to stream (+downstream, 
-upstream) * Taw adiabatic wall temperature
Y axis (+ right, - left, as viewed from the rear) See Table 1
Z axis (+up, -down)
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FIGURE 6 MODIFICATIONS TO MODEL SS-H-00326-4
,/E ,ING/CUFF LOWER SURFACF
CUFF/BODY LOWER SURFACE INTERSECTION (FILLEu' WITH EPOXY)
INTERSECTION (HAND FILED). rX=1 100
8
- WING/BODY LOWER SURFACE




A CHINE AREA (HAND FILED).
FIGURE 7 MODIFICATIONS TO MODEL SS-H-00326-1
CUFF/BODY LOWER SURFACE WING/CUFF LOWER SURFACE
INTERSECTION (HAND FILED INTERSECTION (FILLED WITH EPOXY).
X=700
CUFF/BODY UPPER SURFACE
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56 z (in) -
7
8 A.U 38
0 ASA Lnv (F 12
4ASA Langly (Feb. 197 11













RN per foot -

















uA Langley IFeb. 1971)
HVD-EVCS











RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hr-1l + downstream)






























Isotherm h/hr-1 I parallel w/ stream,1 
+ downstream)
3 x (in)-





ASA Langley (Feb, 1971) 
HD-EVCS


















parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr-1 + downstream)
2 x (in) -
3
4 _ y (in) -
56 _ _ z (in) -
7
8 PAr 4 2
9
10 tnGURE 16














RN per foot -






Isotherm h/hr.ll parallel w/ stream,1 _ downstream)
23 x (in) -



































8 j p6E 44
0 FIGURE 18













RN per foot -




Isotherm h/hr1' parallel w/ stream,+ downstream)
2 
x (in) -
4 y (in) -5
6 
z (in) -7
8 ~PA 4 4 59
10 rFGuR 19
ASA Langley (Feb. 1971 WD-EVCSHVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
4 6 LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006




Ptotal (psia) - 639,7
total (*R) -1375
TawTtotal .91
RN per foot -
1 27 I phase change ('F) -300





6 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr.ll + downstream)
1 .2839 2
2 .21"1. x (in) -
3 1518
4 .1310o y (in)
5 , 013




ASA Langley lF.b. 19711 HD-EVC











RN per foot -
Tphase change ('F) -300






Isotherm h/hr.11 + downstream)
1 .2915
2 .1742 x (in) =
3 
.1i211
4 .0900o y (in) -
5




NASA Langley (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS








Ptotal (psia) - 649.7
__ 
_ iTtotal (*R) - 1340
- :"; T w/T ~Ttotal" .91
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr-1, + downstream)
1 .2996 (/2 .2446 3 x (in) -
4 .203 y (in)
5 .10226 .0895 z (in) -
7
8 _ . n, 48
10 _ RGR 22
kSA Lar.nley (Feb. 19711 HD-Evcs







Ptotal (psia) - 649.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1340
4 / Taw/Ttotal .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hr-1l + downstream)
1 50802 1580 x (in) -
3 
.1103
4 .o= y (in) =
5
6 z (in) -
8 P GE 49
10 u FIUR 23














Taw toctaw/ l - 91
RN per foot -

















NASA Lang1ey 4Feb. 1971)











S / Taw/Ttotal 
- .90
RN per foot -




I Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr11 + downstream)
2 .1 (55 x (in) -
4 OOA42 y (in) -
6 z (in) -
7 _ _ _ _ _
8 PA~i.t 5
10 1 FtGUR 25









Ptotal (psia) - 634.7
Ttota1 (R) - 1325
Taw/total 91
RN per foot -





Ister mrnodel center, x-axisIsotherm h/hr-1 parallel w/ stream,1 * " I 1 . + downstream)
2 2 -
3 .o10 x (in) -
4 I OS
5 Y o90. y (in) -
6
7 a (in) -
9 PAU 52
10 pm E 26
4A LanglIy IF b. 1971p
HVD-EVCS












R/ N per foot -
tphase change (F) 300
4 0"-30r 3A..0
2 3 - 180
/ / Camera Coordinates (from
4 -model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hlr-1 + downstream)
2 .Is l 1 x (in) -
4 .o ASS y (in) -5


















RN per foot -
zphase change ('F) -300





othe h/h parallel w/ stream,sotherm h/hr1 3 + downstream)
1 .2,11 2 x (in)2 ,1689 
3 .128o






,_ Lvi~u 2 8











T total ('R) 1375
1 2 TaFtotal ..90







isothernm h/h, I parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 
* downstream)1 .SlS&2 .2068 
x (in) -3 .1482
4 .0 46 y (in) -
6 
z (in) -
8 -_ AGE559 I
10o 
_ U 29








M. - 7. 9
II Ptotal (psia) - 649.7
Tto ('R) - 1365
2 
Tw/TtaI -. 91
RN per foot -
9 r .






o0 model center, x-axisparallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr-1 
downstream)
2 .63 x (in) -




. 5 69 .19o6 !., 56
10 *169 9 30















2 4 " T/ total .90
RN per foot -





CameraI Coordinates (from2 nodel center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hr=l parallel w/ stream,
1 % 2A. * downstream)
3 .o24 x (in) -
4 . I 944-S .1620 y (in) -
7 a (in) -
8 PAu 57
9
1 g10 _ 31












10 tot pal (psia) -649.7
tot (OR) 
- 1325
2" Taworrtal - .91
3 RN per foot -




10 ICamera Coordinates (from
anodel center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 1, 
downstream)
a x (in) -4 .430
.4 5 y (in) -
6 .2Z617 10 
z (in) -
8 .1.0 eA 58
9 . 1 61
1o0 .GURf 32










Pta (psia) - 649.7
Ttotal (*R) 
- 1325
3 4 T-/,rtotal .9 0
/ )RN per foot -




S3 / Camera Coordinates (from
mnodel center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hr 4 parallel w/ stream,
r1  * downstream)1 5912
2 .427 x (in) -
4 .72tI y (in) -





IA Langley tF. 1971) HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
6 SCALE .006







3 5 R N per foot -
6 phse chang. ('F) -213





parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hrl 
+ downstream)1 .12a
2 .2548 x (in)
4 .IyER y (in) -
5 . 134
6 . IL.4- z (in)
7 . .1040
8 .09o01 a t 60
10 __ _ 34








Ptotal (psia) - 174.7
Ttotal (R) - 1295
Ta total 
.90
RN per foot -
4 '~Tpha. e -change (*F) -213
5 / c- 30
3 /- O
S-180
4 Camera Coordinates (from5 anodel center, x-xisIsotherm h /h, parallel w/ stream,1 e1 
" downstream )
23 .I4 x (in) -




o 6 Uan 35
A Langley lFeb. 9Ig?) 
HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006




Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1380
Taw total 
- .91
RN per foot -






4 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr. 4 + downstream)
1 ,It4o
2 . fI 0 x (in ) -
4 .0_4_ y (in) =
6 z (in) -
8 _A__ 62
9
10 1 __ E 36














a/ t total -".90
RN per foot -
.phas change (F) 213




Isotherm h/h.. model center, x-axish- 1Parallel 
w/ stream1 .+ downstream)
2 4 
x (in)
6_v1 x (in) -5. - y ) -
a (in) -
9 - ! i ,cMA 63
10 71ta 37
4A Langley (Feb. 1971t
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006
2 FACILITY LRC - VDT
TEST
S 5 n RUN 3787
M.- 7.9
totaI (psia) - 174.7
STot, (OR) -1260
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr downstream)
2 qx (in) -
0 &0 y (in) -
.6 .o a (in) "
7
8 PAE 649 I 4
_I mIR 38










total (psia) - 174.7
total ('R) - 1260
/ T /Ttotl, - .90
Z /R N per foot -





sother h/h mnodel center, x-axisothe h/hr 
parallel w/ stream
1 24L + downstream)2 .1 20q
3 .0663 x (in) -
4
5 f (in) -6












Ptotal (psia) = 639.7
TtotI (R) - 1385
Taw/Ttotal - .91
RN per foot -






isotherm h/h ,parallel w/ stream,Isothe r h/hr-1 downstream)
2 1x (in) =
4 .o8z y (in) -
5 .06 4
6 a (in) -
7
9 Ae 66
10o .1 FIGURE 40









4 M.- 7. 9
Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1385
T/ /hT/total ".90





r I - 180
Camera Coordinates (from













_ _ un 41
A Langley (Feb. 1971)
HrD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
6 SCALE .006





_ Ptotal (psia) -177.7
Ttotal (R) -12 85
T"total 91
RN per foot =
Tphase change ('F) "182
cc- 30





Isotherm h/hr.1i + downstream)
2 J 42 x (in) =
3 .\210
4 .99 y (in)
5 ,012




o 1FGURE 4 2








M - 7 9
Ptosl (psi) - 177. 7
z /Ttotal ('R) - 1285
T total - .90
R N per foot -





isothem h/h model center, x-axissothem h/hr1 





7 a fin) -
9 PAE 69
o 10 GURE 43
A L ng1y (IFsb 19711 
)D-zEVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
3 4 LENGTH (ft) -
2 SCALE .006







RN per foot -
k Tphase change (F) -213
2 f - 30
l180
5 Camera Coordinates (from
nnodel center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr 2 4 downstream)
2 2 x (in) =3 ,0C51
4 08 (in) =




N A L - Ilay Feb. 1971| HD-EVCS








Ptoal (psia) - 649.7
Ttotal (R) - 1385
ST total -. 90
RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h1 parallel w/ stream,otherm h/h 
downstream)
2 .OR3 x (in) -








1L angley (Fob. 1971)
HD-eVCS








Ptotal (psia) - 174.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1275
awTtotal - .91
RN per foot =







Isotherm h/hF, 2 + downstream)
1 ,225 x (in) -
21 .122 3
3 .0989 y (in) -4 ." (in)




10 I GURE 46
S Feb. 1971HVD-EVCS












T,/a total - .90
2 RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h , parallel w/ stream,Isoh -1 
* downstream)
2 .129/ x (in) =
4 y (in)
5





tA Lmnglev (Feb. 19711) HVD-VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
Z z
4 \ SCALE .006
FACILITY LRC-VDT
TEST
S 7 5\ RUN 3792
2 M. - 7.9
Ptotal (psia) -1394. 7
total (*R) - 1405
Tae/T otl - .91
RN per foot -
4 5 Tphase bange (OF) -400
O- 30




4 parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hrm11  + downstream)
1 .340
2 .2468 5 x (in)
4 1 -979 y (in) -
5 . G c)
6 \544 z (in) -
8 .I 1008 AGE 74
9
10 1 FIGURE 48











Tot! (*R) - 1405
aw T/rtoa 
- .90






2 model center, x-axis
Ieotherm' h/hr, I parallel w/ stream,1 .o / 1 
* downstream)
2 /AI 
x (in)3 . f ) -
4 ._ /_ (in) -
67 (in) -
9 AE 7 5
10 
_ FIGRE 49
SA Lengley Fe. 1971) 
HYD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
7 LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE 006








RN per foot =
2 




model center, x-axis/ /parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h, 1 ,t + downstream)
1 .2 5
2 x (in) =
4 2. 4d5A y (in) =
6 .I5eo 
z (in) "
7 . 146 6
8 .1149 I PAE 76
10 FIGURE 50
HVD-EVCSN *A Ligey Fe. 1971)







Ptotal (psia) - 1424.7
2 Ttotal (OR) - 1410
STaw/Ttotal 
.90
RN per foot =








Isotherm h/hr- 1 , + downstream)
1 .4" x (in) =2 _,
4 /530 y (in)
5 25 96 z (in)
7
















RN per foot =






Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isothem h/h, 1 z + downstream)








ASA Langley IFeb. 1971) mD-EVCS








Ptotal (psia) - 634.7
Ttotal ('R) 1385
4 Taw/Ttotal " .90
RN per foot =






Isotherm h/hml parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm + downstream)
2 L.04.8 x (in) =3 029







A L & (Feb 1971) HVD- S






2 M- 7. 9
Ptotal (psia) -664.7
Ttotal (*R) = 1390
Taw/T total 
- .92
RN per foot =
Tphase change (*F) "213
c- 35




Isotherm h/h- 1 , + downstream)
1 29= x (in) -
2 .A3
3 .9 y (in) -














/total (psia) - 664.7
Ttotal (OR) - 1390
3 aw total - .90
RN per foot "







Isotherm h/hr- 1 1  + downstream)
2 x (in)
4 o. j y (in) =
5 .0_2 "






SL.laev (Feb 1971) HVD-EVCS







Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal (*R) = 1390
Taw/Ttotal 
.92
RN per foot -








1 .320Z x (in) =
2 .1521
3 .1 162 y (in) -
5 z (in) -
6
7
8 A GE 8 2
10o _ _ IGURE 56
HVD-EVCS
NASA Langley (Feb. 1971)




/ FACILITY LRC- VDT
TEST
RUN 3796
/ / M.- 7.9
Ptotai (psia) - 639.7
3 Ttotal R) - 1390
Taw/Ttotal 
- .9 0
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr-1,  + downstream)
2 /. 49 x (in) -
4 y (in) -
6 _.Z O z (in) -
7
.8 _ _ ,_ 83
mAG839
10 _ FIGU 57
A Langey I(Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS








Ttotal (*R) - 1390
Taw/Ttota = .91
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hr-1 + downstream)
11 . 1 2 3 x (in) =
2 .O61 G
4 .0442 y (in) -
6 z (in) =
7
8 l_ P 84
10 FIGURE 58
HYVD-EVCSOAS Lnrlv IF~. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
4 SCALE .006 -




Ptotal (psia) - 644 . 7
. Ttotal (*R) - 1390
Taw/T total 
.90
RN per foot -








Isotherm h/hr..1 + downstream)
2 . x (in) -
4 .023A4 y (in) -
5 O94,




10 su_ i 59
A Langley (F.eb 1971) HVD-EVCS









Ttotal (R) - 1360
•a ".. Taw/Ttotal .91
N per foot







Isotherm h/hr, 1 1  + downstream)
2 1  s 0I 
x (in) -
3 .IOZ6
4 .OA9 y (in) -
5 0-140
6 .__ (in ) -
7 O5C6
8 , _E 8 6
9
10 1 GURn 60
NASA Langloy Ft. 19711 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -





2 /  Ptotal (psia) - 544.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1360
Taw/Ttal 
.90
RN per foot -










2 x (in) -
4 y (in) -




A L v (Feb. 1971 VD-EVC






Mo - 7. 9
-total (psia) - 464.7
Ttotal (R) - 1340
STaw/Ttotal 
- .91
RN per foot =
phase change (F') 213
c - 30




3 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr.r-1 6 + downstream)
1 .244
2 .d. x (in) -
4 . 0826 y (in) -
s _.o(06
6 o0515h1 x (in)-
7
8 r _ _ GE 8 8
o10 1 FIGURE 62
4ASA La IFoo. 1971 HYD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.







Ptotal (psia) - 464.7
/ Ttota (R) 1340
5 Taw /Total .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hp.1 + downstream)
2 .II x (in) -
3 .029in)





_ __ ,A_ 899
10 o nunQ 63
A Lang y (Feb. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
3





3 6 M. - 7.9
SPtotal (psia) 464.7
Ttotal (R) - 1365
aw/ total " .9 1
RN per foot =






Isotherm h/hr 1 , 6 + downstream)
1 .1 948 x (in) "
S12-4 y (in)
5 06 (in) 
7
8 PAGE 90
10 __ FIGURE 64
NSA Laglec (Fb. 19711 -v
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006




Ptotal (psia) - 4 64..7
Ttotal ('R) - 1365
T aw total .90
4 RN per foot -








Isotherm h/hr,.1 0 + downstream)
2 122" x (in) -
4 061 2 y (in) -
5 500
6 z (in) =
7
8 _ Pa 91e _ _ _  I
9
10 _GUnRE 6 5
A Langley (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS








Ptotal (psia) = 539.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1345
aw /Ttotal - .91
RN per foot =
phase change (F) 213
c C- 30
-180
2 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hroll + downstream)
1 . L I x (in) =
2 .121i
3 . 095 y (in) =4 .0 
(i
5 .0o&4 z (in) -
6 .o&op
8 __ _ 929
10o _1_ 66
HVD-EVCS
NASA Langlev (FIe. 19711








3 5 Ptotal (psia) - 539.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1345
Taw/Ttotal 
.90
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr1s + downstream)
2 . /,. x (in) =
4 . 6 y (in) -
5 . 70
6 z (in) =
7
8 PAGE 93
10 FIGURE 6 7















RN per foot =
phase change F) -213
i 2 2 
- 30
-180
Camera Coordinates (fromi model center, x-axis
otherm h/h parallel w/ stream,Isotherm + downstream)
1 .2105
2 . 15 1 x (in) -
3 . 191
4 9213 y (in) -
5 , 0-)
6 .0615-2 z (in) -7 6.o64
8 .oz PAGE 94
10 
_FIGUR 6 8














RN per foot -
phase change (F) 213
c- 30
- O0
I 4 - 180
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
othem h/hparallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh + downstream)
2 x (in)=
4 y (in) -
6 z (in) -
78 
_ PAGE 95
S _ IGURE 69
A Langley IFeb. 1971) HVD-EVCS




2 9 FACILITY LRC-VDT
TEST
5 RUN 3804
, 4 M. - 7.9
Ptotal (psia) - 424.7
Ttotal ('R) 
- 1380
aw / total 91
RN per foot -






2 /parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr.-1 3 + downstream)
1 1 9102 ,113 x (in) -
3 , 0lJ1
4 . 0 "1. y (in) -
5 063
6 z.OA5  (in) -
7
8 _ _ 96
10 _ __ 70















RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h,. 
+ downstream)
2 5.1Z. x (in) -
4 - 7 y (in) -
5 Ob{
6 z (in)-
8 PA_ t 979 
___u_ 7
10 _ _"V_ FIURE 71
A Lngly IFeb. 19711 MD-EVCS







-2 M - 7.9












Isotherm h/h+ downstream)I AtheA"
1 Ix (in)
3 ,O ' y (in) -













M n 7. 9
Ptotal (psia) -794.7
Ttota ('R) -1420
4 T"/"totai - .90
S4 
RN per foot -





Isotherm h/h nodel center, x-axis
t h/h, parallel w/ stream,1 .79 " downstream)
3 x (in) ,
5 .9, Y (in) -
6
7 a (in) -
8 A E 99
_o s 73
#A Lalevy iFe4. 1971)
HVD-EVCS







Ptotal (psia) - 774.7
Tto_ .('R) -1360
Taw total - .91
SRN per foot -






2 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr , + downstream)
104. x (in) -
.3 .- n7 y (in) -
6 (in) I
7
8 1 ft PAEA 100
S1 -I 74









Ptotal (psia) - 774.7
Ttotal ('R) 
- 1360
Saw/ T total 
- .90







parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h+ downstream)
2 7/ x (in)-
y (in) -
6 z (in) -
r8 _PA, 101
_a10 R 75
IA Lwgy Web. 19t7llJzc







Ptotal (psia) - 774.7
Ttotal (*R) 1390
aw/T total - .91
RN per foot =
phase change F) 300
11c - 30
7 7 a- O
S 1 -180
Camera Coordinates (from
4 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr.1 , + downstream)
1 1 41.1 .4
2 .. A l I x (in) =
3
4 . 16 y (in)-
6 ._5 z (in) -
7
8 .oI Jr IE 102
9 GURE 76
AIA Langley (Feb 1971) V"-EVe1









Pttal (psia) - 774.7
/ Ttotal (*R) -1390
S Taw total - .90








parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 1 , + downstream)
2 -2062 x (in) -
3
y (in) -
6 z (in) -
8 P GE 103
9
0IrE 77
IA Langley (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
S5 6 LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006 "
FACILITY LRC-VDT
S 6 5 TEST
RUN 3808
M- 7.9
Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1360
T aw total .91
RN per foot -
/ Ophase change (F) 300




othe hparallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h+ downstream)
2 .2060 x (in) -
4 . y (in)
6 _.__5_ (in) -
8 
r A104
o10 ___ _ uer 78
AGA Lg.v (Fe . 1971 HVD-EVCS







Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1360
TawTtotal - .90
RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h1 parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
2 x (in) -
3
4 y (in)
6 . (in) -
8 1' Pe '105
9
10 n 79
A Laney (Feb. 1071) HeD-] C
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
463 LENGTH (ft) -




M. - 7. 9
Ptota (psia) - 639.7
Ttotl ('R) 1 395
Ta/Ttotal 
- .91
|/ 4 / /I" RN per foot -
phase change (F) 350
4 c-30c - 0
-0
6 -180
2 / Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/hr', 2 parallel w/ stream,1 .,3 4 + downstream)
12 x (in) -3






















RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
1 -Idd + downstream)
23 .x (in) -
5 /ots -
y (in) -6 
z (in)-
9 Hr 107
1 o _ rE 81
A Lan~ey (Feb. 197) 
VD-EVC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
LENGTH (ft) -






Ttotal (*R) - 1365
Tw/Tttal 
-.91
RN per foot -





2 4 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h / + downstream)
i 54 6
2 x (in) -
4 ! fb2 y (in)-




JASA Langev (Fab. 1971) HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -











R/  N per foot -






Isotherm h/h , parallel w/ stream,h1"  + downstream)
2 x (in) -
4_ !. y (in) -




1 0 M_ RE 8;3
A Langlev Fb. 197*1 
NVD-EVCs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
4 LENGTH (ft) -
6 SCALE .006
3 FACILITY LRC- VDT
TEST
6 5 s 5 RUN 3811
M.- 7. 9
Ptota1 (psia) -639.7
Ttotal (R) - 1345
" Tw/Tota .91
RN per foot -





( model center, x-axis
h/, I parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h Z, 1 + downstream)
2 -201 333 4 5 x (in) -
3 .1o8
4 . 7AA. _ y (in)
5 .1o14.
6 .o to z (in) -
7
8 P *GE 110O
'9 Ln .E 4













3/ RN per foot -







Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,Sh/h+ downstream)
2 .3_12 x (in) -
3
4 y (in) =





A Lgey (Feb. 1971 V-E








Ttotal ('R) - 1275
S-Ta/Ttotal 
-,91
RN per foot -




4 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h., + downstream)
2 .1 3 x (in)-
3
4 0.O-R y (in)-
6 3 (in) -
8 ,_,. E 112
91 861 1 __0 1cE  
ABA Lwvley (Feb. 1971) HD-EVCs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
£ LENGTH (ft) -
47 SCALE .006-















-othe parallel w/ stream,Isotherm hA/hP, l+ downstream)
2x (in)
4 y (in) -
6 z (in) -
8 r_ ,AGE 113
Sr M 87
BA Lngley (Feb. 19711 VD-EVcs













RN per foot -
19 rphase change 'F400
4 cc - 30
8 Io \ - O
so - 180
IO Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
r 2h1 parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h + downstream)
1 .3 82 4x (in)-
4 _ _ _y (in) -
6 .tA S9 z (in) -
8 .140z e 114
0 _ 1_ 1 RUa E 88
48A Langley (Feb. 19711 HVD-Es








Ptotal (pala) - 1039.7
T tal (OR) -1425
/  aw/Total - .90
RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h + downstream)
.2 x (in) -
4 . f,1 2-. y (in) I
_ _219 (
6 z (in) "
16_ ar 89
A L wgsy (Feb. 1971) HVD-.VCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006 -









RN per foot -
.phase change (F) 350'
' a 4 c -30
is - O
4 '- 180
4 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h. + downstream)
- - 3 x (in) -2
_4 -12R3 y (in)
S 6 3 a (in) -
7
9 , 116
s . T 90
MMAsa tWeb. 19711 HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -






Ttot&a ('R) - 1405
aw/Ttotal - .90
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Ioth./h + downstream)
2 x (in) -




A Langley (Feb. 1971) VD-ECB
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONG.






Ptotal (pia) - 1064.7
Ttotal (R) - 1370
aw /Ttotal - .91
RN per foot I







Isotherm h/h,, * + downstream)
2 .133 x (in) -





1A Lnlyv (Fe. 1971t HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
3S6 SCALE .006





Ttotal (R) - 1370
taw total- .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/h,,l + downstream)
1 7x (in) "
3 ---7 •,a y (in) -
5 z (in) -
7
10 1 Mr 93
NAA LangIey (Feb. 1971) 
VD-
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONIG.
LENGTH (ft) -






P.tota (psia) - 664.7
T.l. (R) - 1385
Taw/Ttotal 
- .91
RN per foot "





5 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis










IARA Lan4y IFb. 1971) HVD-lIVCS











RN per foot -






Isotherm -h/h , parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
2 .ff9 x (in)-
4 y (in)
6 z (in) -
7
8 .9e t 121
1-_ m 95
A Langly Fleb. 1971) vD-NVCs







Pttal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1345
Ta,/Tttal .91
RN per foot -
I phae change('F) 300
cl30/ - 0
S- 180
27 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h e 5 + downstream)
1 " x (in) =
4_/-392 y (in)




NASA Langley (Fb. 1t713
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.







TtITI (R) - 1345
aw total .90
RN per foot n
4








r h parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h 1 + downstream)
2 x (in) -
4. y (in) -





A Langley (Fea. 1971) , HD-EVC







Pta, (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal ("R) - 1320
Taw/Ttot 
- .91
RN per foot -







2 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr1 4 + downstream)
2 3 x (in) -
-2
4 y (in) -
6 a (in) -
7
_8 me 12 4
9 98MIA L_. 11 
M5A LmwIw IFI. tii NYDICS








Ptota (psia) - 639.7
Stotal ('R) - 1320
Taw/total 
.90
RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)




o l mm 99
A Langley (Feb. 1971) VD-VCS





7 \7 RUN 3819
6 7
M.- 7. 9
Ptotal (psia) - 649.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1340
Tw/Ttotal 
.91
RN per foot -
T phase change " 300




S/ model center, x-axis
5 parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hl, + downstream)
1 4 x (in) -
4 y (in) -
5 . 2 (in) 
8 PE 126
10 MM 100
JAiA Langley (Fb. 1971)









,totl I ('R) - 1340
2 / Taw/Ttotal .90
RN per foot ,







lotherm h/h, + downstream)
2 .2470 x (in) -
4 . y (in)-
6 z (in) -
8 PAu 127
089 ME 101
M LangFy Web. 1971) HD-EVC8
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
5 SCALE .006 -








RN per foot -
T phase change (°F) 325






Isoth erm h/h, 1 Z i + downstream)
2-3 x (in) -
4 ./ " ! y (in) -
5 J23/
6 _.097 a (in) -
8 _ _ PAU 128
910 1 _ E 102
tASA Langley (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -





Ptotal (pia) - 664.7
Ttotal (*R) -1335
Taw /Total - .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/h 1 , + downstream)
1 .dro
2 x (in) -
Sy (in) -




LAA gey (Fob. 1971) Vce
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
6 LENGTH (ft) -











RN per foot -




/ ; Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
othe parallel w/ stream,Isothem h/h, + downstream)
1 .5
2 .75 x (in)
4 .170 y (in) -
5 J471
6 .1393 (in) -
7 .33
8 . PAU 130
19 LmeE 104
IASA Laney (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS







Ptotal (psi.) - 1099.7
STtotal ('R)- 1405
Taw/ total .90
RN per foot ,






Isotherm h/h ,i parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)






A Langley (Feb. 197-1) 
HYD-EVCSIfVD- r(38
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
7 LENGTH (ft) -





Ptotal (psia) - 1414.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1375
w/T total - .91
RN per foot -




5 /  model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h 3 2 + downstream)
x (in) -
3 .22 y (in)-




I Lanslau EIb. 19711








total ('R) - 1375
Taw/Ttotal 
- .90
R N per foot -







-Iotherm h/h ( + downstream)
1 x (in) -
442 - ' y ( in )  =
h z (in) -
8e _ e 133
0 muAE 107
A Langley Feb. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST











RN per foot -
0 tphase change (F) "150




rm parallel w/ stream,Isothrm h/hr1 3 + downstream)
12 -1 _ x (in) -
Sy (in) -
6 z (in) -
7 - - -----___
a , Ha_ 134
_10___eo 108
MASA Langley (Feb. 1971) HVD-"MB
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
6 LENGTH (f) -






Ttotal ('R) - 1225
Taw/Total 
.90
RN per foot -










6 z (in) -
7 __, ,ve 135
9 _M r 109
SL (b. 197) 109
14A LangOv (Feb. 1071) HVD-EVCS






-7 7 RUN 3824
M 7. 9
o6- Ptotal (psia) 639.7
Ttotal (OR) - 1330
aw/Ttotal 
- .91
. " RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h + downstream)
1 _2.221~.... x (in) -
3 ./d97 y (in)-
a (in) -
7
8 .0864 al 136
UE 10
HVD-EVCB









Ptta (psia) - 639.7
Ttoti (OR) -1330
S Taw/Ttotal - .90
RN per foot -






Iothem parallel w/ stream,+ downstream)
2x (in) -
4 .12- - (in) -




SA Langye Feb. 19711) NOh]VC





2 ~q, \ RUN 3825
M /7
1 Ptotal (psia) - 1424.7
Ttotal (R) - 1375
aw/Ttotal 
- .91
SRN per foot -
tphase change (F) i40
19 o cIc 30
7- 08 /8 
- O




Isotherm h/h,,, . + downstream)
2 x (in) -
4 ./: y (in) -
6 .13 a (in)
8 ./4 e 138
9 U2E 21 1 L0, FmE 112
MIA Langley tFe. 1971) E B







Ptotal (psi,) -1424 .7
total ('R) 
-1375
2/  Taw/Total - .90
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h, 1 , + downstream)
1 W.
2 x (in) -
4 y (in) -
6 z (in)
7
8 _ . E 139
9
•_10mRE 113
A Larngy (Feb. 1971) Hv -EVCS












RN per foot -






h/h7 parallel w/ stream,Isotherm /+ downstream)
2 x (in) -
4 y (in) -
6 .0557 z (in) -
8 1,r.E 140
L b 07Uuu 114
NAsA Lanlly EFb. 19711 VnD-WC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.







T1 tta (-R) -1245
Taw /T total - .90
.4
R N per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh+ downstream)









*A oWeb. I7 1n-EYac









6 3M.- 7. 9
4 Pota (psia) - 649.7
- _ Ttotal (R) - 1310
Taw/Tttal .898
RN per foot -
Sphase change ('F) -250
c " 25
S6 4 - 180
Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hi,,, + downstream)
2-. 10 x (in) -
3 .J70
4 y (in) -




dA naley (Feb. 19711 ]HVD-EVCS









Ttotal (R) - 1310
Taw/Ttotal 
- .90
SRN per foot -







Isotherm h/h r + downstream)








&A Line (Feb. 197( BVD-EVcs






4 5. RUN 3828
Ma- 7. 9





RN per foot -







Isotherm h/h.r- 1  + downstream)
1 .Zto x (in) -3 .//10
1* 7Ly (in) -
6 a (in) -
7
. P AGE 1449
_FRE 118














SRN per foot -






Isotherm h/he.1 parallel w/ stream,+Is downstream)
2 x (in) -
St y (in)
6 . _ (in) -
8 PAG 145.9
_10 FIGURE 119
A Lngley (Feb. 19711 HD-EVCS







o Ptotal (psia) -1394.7
Ttotal (*R) -1345
_aw/Ttotal - .898
RN per foot -
rphase change ('F) 350
- 25
4o 4 - O
9-180
3 Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/h pl + downstream)
2- .Iqq,, x (in)
3 .12 y (in) -




_1 0 1ot 120
HVD-EVCS















RN per foot -






Isotherm h/hparallel w/ stream,+ downstream)
2 22,7 x (in) -
4. y (in) -
6 " ._-z (in ) "
_ E_ 147
0 Lg_ (F0 7D 121EVCS
L ley (Feb. 1971) H.VD-EVc







Ptotal (psia) - 1394 .7
____ .. Ttota (OR) -1395
aw/Ttotal 
- .898
RN per foot -
Tphase change (OF) -350
c - 25





Isotherm h/hr.1, + downstream)
x (in) -
4 9y (in) -
6 z (in) -
8 PAE 148
0 _GmE 122
M"LlA IF Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS








totaI ('R) - 1395
/ Taw/Ttotal .90
RN per foot -






Isother h/hparallel w/ stream,Isotherm hh+ downstream)
2 .1 x (in) -
4 y (in) -
6 . (in) -
9 ,-rAE 149
1 _t 123









0 M- 7. 9




RN per foot -







parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h11. 
+ downstream)
2 ./ 0/__x (in ) - 
4 ! y (in) -














r I total (psia) -174.7
T ,1I ('R) - 1250
Taw/Total .90
RN per foot -














8 .E f 151
10 aam 125
A Langley (Feb. 1971) 
HVD-EVC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFG.
LENGTH (ft) -4-
3 SCALE .006
1 \ FACILITY LRC-VDT
6 TEST
RUN 3833





RN per foot -







Isotherm h/he.1t + downstream)
2 x (in)-
4 . • y (in) -
6 .0z (in) -
7
89 ___ _ 152
__lO 
_ 
_ ra wnm 126
AaA LaIwy (Feb. lO71)D-
PHASE CHANGE TEST
CONFIG.














RN per foot -






Isotherm hhr1 parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
2 . - x (in) -3 .
5 y (in) -




4 Langiy (Fbe. 19711 HVD-EVC







1 4 M.- 7.9
2 Ptotal (psia) 664.7
Ttotal (RO-) 1320
Saw /Ttotal " .92
RN per foot -
rphase change ('F) 300











6 .1300 z (in) -
8 C ,;SI EPAu 154
____ ___Fb1 128
JAM L .y {Feb. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST






Ptotal (psia) - 664.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1320
Taw/T otal - .90
4
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hlr + downstream)
2 x (in) -
4 _ 7 y (in ) -















M - 7. 9- 4
4 Ptotal (psia) - 639. 7
Ttotal (*R) - 1360
Taw/Ttotal .92
SI RN per foot -






Isotherm h/h parallel w/ stream,s1other h/h + downstream)1 
.289=
2 .99 x (in)
4 .// ! y (in) -
6 .. 91Q )  z (in) -
8 
__ PAE 156
10 _ RGURE 130
















RN per foot -






sotherm h/h., parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
2 .. 2 ... x (in) -
y (in) -
67 a (in) -
89 Pr 157
1 m10E 131
M Lwuw (Feb. 197 11) VD-EVCS







Pttal (psia) - 174.7
Ttotal (R) - 1355
T Tatol - .92
RN per foot -
Tphase change ( F ) 
-150
- 35





parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h,r-1 + downstream)
1 . /' p
2 . /O80 x (in) -
4 ! y (in) -
6 ..0.77 z (in) -
Pe I 1589
10 mw 132
IASA Lagley (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVCS












a Ttotal - .90
RN per foot -






parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr. I+ downstream)
2 x (in) -




9 _P__- _ - 159
90 _b u 133













RN per foot -






isothonrm h/h - parallel w/ stream,"Isotherm h/h+ downstream)
2 .93 x (in)3 .. 0*72A
4 4y (in) -




IABA .angley IFeb. 1971) HMD- CS










2/ / total (R) - 1310
Taw/Total 
- .90
RN per foot -





parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hrn-1  + downstream)
2 .11"" x (in)-
y (in) -





iA LWWegy (Feb. 1971) HvD-iFvcS








/ 7 M. 7.9





SC. RN per foot
67 trphase change IF) "400
4 67S/ C- 35




Isothem h/hparallel w/ stream,rm r+ downstream)
2 .2703 x (in)
4 _y (in)-
6- I z (in)-
9 I 162
10 m_ 136
Ai Lengley (Feb. 1971) D-1V"cs
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft) -
SCALE .006





2 Ttota (-R) -1360
STaw/Total 
- .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hr-1, + downstream)
2 1 ./ 2 x (in) -
4 .12 y (in) -
6 z (in) -
9 P Ae 163
10_I mm 137
A L .giy IF.tL 19711 HD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (f) -






T total ('R) - 1355
Taw /Ttotal 
.92
RN per foot -
/ \7- phase change (F) 400
7 8 \ /" 7
6 - 35
S 6 - 0
4- 180
6 1Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,
Isotherm h/hr-11  + downstream)
1 .3 x (in)2 74/9
4 27y (in) -
6 -0 9 z (in) -
7 J779
.8 .LL.. pAGE 164
to _ "u 138
NASA Logley (Feb. 19711 W ,
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONIG.










4 RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hprl + downstream)
2 , 2241 x (in) -
3 .17Z4




8 PAGE 1659 i
10 _ _ m 139
JA Langley (Feb. 1971) HD-EVCS








9 P,. (psia) - 684.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1330
T,,/Tot- 
.91
RN per foot -
rphase change ("F) 300
/'c \ - 30




Isotherm h/h, "1  + downstream)
1 2 x (in) -2 .1923
4 I y (in) -





4ASA Langley (Feb. 1971)
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.






Ptotal (psia) - 684.7
Ttotal (*R) - 1330
Taw/Total 
- .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/h ,, + downstream)
2 -2395 x (in) I
4 y (in) -
6 . (in) l
8 _ _ 'p 16 79
1T 141











Ttoal (R) - 1330
Taw/Ttotal - .91
RN per foot -






othe parallel w/ stream,
othem + downstream)
2 / I x (in)-
3
4 ' y (in)
6 z (in) -
7
8 _ pAm 16 8
0 _m 142
EaA LMngly (Feb. 19711 HD-EVCS
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.







Ptl (psia) - 664.7
Ttota (R) - 1330
Taw/Ttotal .90
RN per foot -







Isotherm h/hpe , + downstream)







A Lnge (Feb. 19711 HVD-EVCE
PHASE CHANGE TESTCONG.






Ptotal (P*i) - 1064.7
total ('R) - 1410
RN per foot ,






Isothenm h/h. parallel w/ stream,
r + downstream)
2 2 x (in) -
4 4-47? y (in) -
6 (in) -
9 _ , Aue 170
Sam 144
NAA Labely IMb. 19711 HVD-EVC







M. - 7. 9
Ptotal (psia) - 1064.7
Ttotal (-R) - 1410
Saw/Ttotal 
.90
RN per foot -







Isotherm r h/hr1 + downstream)
2 .20 x (in)
4 y (in) I
6 z (in) 
7
8 _I PAGE 171
9
10 , rym 145
1A Lan0ly F.b. 1971) VD-EVC8





9 \ RUN 3843
o 6 ,M.- 7.9
4 ,Ptotal (psi&) - 1424.7
Ttotal ('R) 1340
T, /T , , . - .91
RN per foot -2 6





7 model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/hr. + downstream)
2 '2R,- x (in) -
3
46183 y (in)-
5 M6 .222_ (in) -
8 .192
9 11e 172
0 • 1 " I ,wE 146
NASA Lapgev FWe. 1971) HD-EVCS





4 '  RUN 3844





RN per foot -
Tphase change (F) "150
#- 0




Isotherm h/hr- 1 1  + downstream)
2 .jZ. 4- x (in) -
3 ' .0




89 _ AGE 17 3
10 G_ UR 147
A Lngley (Feb. 1971) HD-EVCS





S4 4 RUN 3845
4 M.- 7.9




1 / r RN per foot -
4 
Tphase change ('F) "300
S" "A- O
3 4 3 -
t/ ~Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
parallel w/ stream,Isotherm h/h 23 + downstream)
2 9 x (in) -
4 y (in ) -





NASA Lagl&y (Feb. 1971) HVD-EVC
PHASE CHANGE TEST CONMG.
33 Z LENGTH (ft) -
I SCALE .00 6,








RN per foot -
phase change (F) "119
3 / ,- 0
z /- 0
/ Camera Coordinates (from
model center, x-axis
Isotherm h/h parallel w/ streamIsotherm 
, + downstream)
2 ,O3 9 x (in) -






Law v Feb. 
HVD-EVCS





3 " RUN 3847
33 3 3 M.- 7.9
Ptotal (psia) -644.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1335
Taw/Ttotal 
- .90






Isotherm h/hr-1, + downstream)
2 . x (in)
4 p2 y (in)




10 1, GURE 150










/4 6 M.- 7.9
o Pt,, (psia) -1414.7
Tt~&1 (R) - 1340
T aw _total - .90
/3 RN per foot -
4 • 5 Tphase change (OF) "300
/- O
3 Camera Coordinates (from
5 model center, x-axis
Isother m h/hr, parallel w/ stream,
1 h.208 + downstream)
2 ./_ 
x (in) -
5 . 2 





0 __ A 151
A Langley (Feb. 1971) 
HVD-EVCS











RN per foot -






Isotherm h/hr 1 , + downstream)
1 .077.
2 .047/ x (in) -
3 .0200oo
4 y (in) -




0to 1 = 1cnmE 152














RN per foot -














10 j E m 153
Langley (Feb. 1971) 
HVD-EVCS







Ptotal (psia) - 174.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1260
Taw/Ttotal
RN per foot -
phase change (OF) 150





Isotherm h/hr-1, + downstream)
1 x (in) -
2
3 y (in)





A eb. 97) D-EYCs
NAsA Langy I(l. 191)







Pttai (psi) - 639.7
Ttotal ('R)- 1340
RN per foot -






Isotherm h/hr parallel w/ stream,
+ downstream)
2 x (in) -
4 y (in)
6 z_ (in) -
7
8 PAE 181
to 1 un 155
Lagley (Feb. 1971) H D-EVCS




FACILITY LRC - VDT
TEST
RUN 3853







RN per foot -




/3.2 model center, x-axis









10 1 RG 156









P,., (,s.) - 179.7




'r, Came Coordinates (fromIsotherm h/hr1l 
-.. 
model center, x-xi
~1 parallel w/ stream,
2 " downstream)










PHASE CHANGE TEST CONFIG.
LENGTH (ft)-
SCALE FULL-




Ptotal (psia) - 639.7
Ttotal ('R) - 1340
/ Taw/toa -
40 " RN per foot -











3 , y (in)
4
5 z (in) -
7
8 _ Pr EI 184
9
10 _ FIRE 158
NASA Langey Feb. 1971) 
-EC
